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Abstract. A homozygous population derived from hybrids between two homozygous

parents may be used for genetic analysis of metrical traits. The paper describes the use

of doubled haploids (DH) and single seed descent (SSD) lines for detection of linkage

between genes conditioning two quantitative traits. A computational algorithm is pre-

sented, which facilitates matching various variants of relations between variances,

covariances and means of DH and SSD populations so as to make it possible to con-

clude on the presence/absence of linkage. The suggested methodology is illustrated

with an example concerning three quantitative traits of barley: length of the third

internode, stem wall thickness, and 1000-grain weight.
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Introduction

In breeding programmes of self-pollinated crops, an essential problem is to obtain

homozygous lines from segregating generations in a relatively short time. In ce-

real breeding, the doubled haploid (DH) system and the single seed descent (SSD)

method are applied (GOULDEN 1939, CHOO et al. 1982, PICKERING, DEVAUX

1992). Doubled haploids are most frequently derived from the hybrids of early

generations (F1, F2). In the SSD procedure, single seeds from individual plants are

sown usually up to F5-F6. Thus, 1-2 rounds of recombination occur in the DH sys-

tem, and 5-6 rounds in the SSD method. This is of significance in case of gene

linkage: the frequency of recombinants is always lower in F1DH populations (i.e.
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DH lines derived from F1 hybrids) than in F2DH or SSD populations (SNAPE

1976). The differences in the frequency of recombinants are reflected in the statis-

tical characteristics of these populations, such as means, variances and

covariances (SNAPE 1976, KACZMAREK et al. 1994). Thus, populations of DH

and SSD lines derived from a cross between two homozygous genotypes may be

used to detect linkage between genes controlling quantitative traits.

The paper presents a method to detect linkage and nonallelic interaction

of genes responsible for individual traits, as well as linkage between genes deter-

mining pairs of quantitative traits. The method is based on a comparison of means,

variances and covariances between traits in populations of F1DH and SSD lines.

Biometrical algorithm

In the absence of linkage between genes controlling a given quantitative trait,

the frequency of recombination between two genes equals 0.5 and the frequency

of particular genotypes in homozygous populations derived from various genera-

tions of a cross between two homozygous parents is the same. Thus, the means

and variances of F1DH and SSD populations are the same (SNAPE 1976,

KACZMAREK et al. 1994, SURMA et al. 2003). In the case of two quantitative traits,

linkage between genes is reflected in the genetic covariance between these traits:

in the absence of linkage it equals zero in both populations (CALLIGARI et al.

1986, KACZMAREK et al. 1994).

Thus, linkage between genes conditioning pairs of traits can be detected

on the basis of relations between covariance matrices and between means of F1DH

and SSD populations.

The computational algorithm includes only those relationships, whose occur-

rence is possible from the genetic standpoint.

The presented algorithm is based on testing, in an appropriate order, of the fol-

lowing hypotheses concerning statistical characteristics of two traits (x and y) ob-

served in an experiment with F1DH and SSD populations:

(1) general hypothesis H00 on the equality of covariance matrices for F1DH

and SSD populations, which may be tested by using the M statistic defined by

BOX (1949), being a modified quotient criterion of probability. Tables of criti-

cal values for this statistic were developed by KORIN (1969); they were subse-

quently reproduced in statistical tables prepared by PEARSON and HARTLEY

(1972),

(2) hypotheses H01 and H02 on the equality of variances of F1DH and SSD popula-

tions, which may be tested by using the F statistic,

(3) hypothesis H030 on the independence of two traits in the F1DH and SSD popu-

lations, which may be verified by the Student t test or by immediate compari-

son of correlation coefficient r with a corresponding critical value at

the significance level � = 0.05 or � = 0.01,
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(4) hypothesis H03 on the same degree of dependence of traits x and y in F1DH

and SSD populations, which may be verified by using the t or u test of the dif-

ference between two correlation coefficients (SOKAL, ROHLF 1973),

(5) hypotheses H10 and H20 on the equality of means for the F1DH and SSD popu-

lations, with the use of the Student t test, taking into consideration the cases of

identical or different variances.

The hypotheses in points (1)-(5) are tested in the algorithm in two blocks:

A and B, depending on the result of the general hypothesis H00 testing. Block A

pertains to the situation when the general hypothesis H00 is not rejected, whereas

block B, in which subblocks B1 and B2 are distinguished, to two different situa-

tions when hypothesis H00 is rejected. The hypotheses verified in individual com-

putational blocks are as follows:

Block A. Hypothesis H00: F
1
DH SSD� � � on the equality of covariance matrices

for F1DH and SSD was not rejected.

It is necessary to test simultaneously the following hypotheses:

– H10 and H20: on the equality of means for the F1DH and SSD populations

of traits x and y, respectively,

– H030: on the independence of traits x and y in the F1DH and SSD populations.

Block B. Hypothesis H00: F
1
DH SSD� � � on the equality of covariance matrices

for F1DH and SSD was rejected.

It is necessary to test simultaneously the following hypotheses:

– H01 and H02: on the equality of variances for the F1DH and SSD populations

of traits x and y, respectively.

Subblock B1. Hypotheses H01 and H02 were not rejected.

It is necessary to test simultaneously the following hypotheses:

– H10 and H20: on the equality of means for the F1DH and SSD populations

of traits x and y, respectively.

Subblock B2. At least one of the hypotheses H01 and H02 was rejected.

It is necessary to test simultaneously the following hypotheses:

– H10 and H20: on the equality of means for the F1DH and SSD populations

of traits x and y, respectively,

– H030: on the independence of traits x and y in the F1DH and SSD populations.

If hypothesis H030 is rejected, it is necessary to test simultaneously the follow-

ing hypotheses:

– H10 and H20: on the equality of means for the F1DH and SSD populations

of traits x and y, respectively,

– H03: on the identical degree of dependence for x and y in the F1DH and SSD

populations.

All the hypotheses are tested at the same significance level �, determined

a priori.
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Table 1. Combinations of results of testing hypotheses concerning means, variances

and correlation between traits (x, y) in F1DH and SSD populations

Hypotheses
Variant*

�F1DH = �SSD � F1DH

2 = �SDD

2 rxyF1DH = 0 rxySSD = 0 rxyF1DH = rxySSD

x y x y

nr nr nr nr nr nr nr I

nr nr nr nr r r nr II

nr nr nr nr r r r

nr nr nr nr r nr r III

nr nr nr nr nr r r

nr nr nr r nr nr nr IV

nr nr r nr nr nr nr

nr nr nr r r r r V

nr nr nr r r nr r

nr nr nr r nr r r

nr nr r nr r nr r

nr nr r nr r r r

nr nr r nr nr r r

nr r nr r nr nr nr VI

r nr r nr nr nr nr

nr r nr r r r r VII

nr r nr r r nr r

nr r nr r nr r r

r nr r nr r r r

r nr r nr r nr r

r nr r nr nr r r

nr nr r r nr nr nr VIII

nr r r r nr nr nr IX

r nr r r nr nr nr

r r r r nr nr nr X

nr nr r r r r r

nr nr r r r nr r XI

nr nr r r nr r r

nr r r r r r r XII

nr r r r r nr r

nr r r r nr r r

r nr r r r r r

r nr r r r nr r

r nr r r nr r r

r r r r r r r

r r r r r nr r XIII

r r r r nr r r

nr = not rejected, r = rejected, * see Table 2



Tables 1 and 2 present combinations of results of testing hypotheses concern-

ing means, variances and correlation coefficients between traits, as well as genetic

conclusions that can be drawn on the basis of those results.

Example

The method presented above is illustrated with an example concerning three quan-

titative traits of barley, i.e. 1000-grain weight, length of the third internode (count-

ing from the collar of the spike), and stem wall thickness measured in the middle
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Table 2. Inference about linkage and nonallelic interaction, based on tests concerning

means, variances and correlation between traits in F1DH and SSD populations

Variant Trait
Linkage Nonallelic

interactionwithin trait between traits

I x

y

a or p*

a or p*

a a or p

a or p

II x

y

a or p*

a or p*

p* a or p

a or p

III x

y

a or p*

a or p*

p a or p

a or p

IV x

y

a or p*

p

a a or p

a

V x

y

a or p*

p

p a or p

a

VI x

y

a or p*

p

a a or p

p

VII x

y

a or p*

p

p a or p

p

VIII x

y

p

p

a a

a

IX x

y

p

p

a a

p

X x

y

p

p

a p

p

XI x

y

p

p

p a

a

XII x

y

p

p

p a

p

XIII x

y

p

p

p p

p

a = absent, p = present, p* = complete linkage (no recombination)



part of the third internode. These traits were observed in the populations of F1DH

and SSD lines derived from Roland × Apex hybrids. A total of 127 lines were in-

vestigated in a field experiment carried out in a complete randomised design with

three replications. Measurements were performed on 25 plants randomly chosen

from each plot.

The means and variances for individual traits (Table 3), as well as correlations

between the traits in the F1DH and SSD populations (Table 4) were calculated.

The results of testing the hypotheses on the equality of means and variances for

each trait and the hypotheses of no correlation for the pair of traits in both popula-

tions are presented in Table 5. In the last column of Table 5, the variant number is

also given. Calculations were performed by the LINKGEN software (CZAJKA

et al. 2002).

It follows from Table 5 that for the length of the third internode and for stem

wall thickness, the hypotheses on the equality of means and variances in the F1DH

and SSD populations were not rejected. The correlation coefficients between

these traits in F1DH and SSD were significantly different from zero and the hy-

pothesis on the equality of these coefficients was not rejected. It indicates a com-

plete linkage (no recombination) between genes determining the length

of the third internode and stem wall thickness (variant II in Tables 1 and 2). How-
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Table 3. Means and variances for length of the third internode, stem wall thickness,

and 1000-grain weight in F1DH and SSD lines of barley

Trait
Mean Variance

F1DH SSD F1DH SSD

Internode length (cm) 10.48 10.41 3.874 2.478

Stem wall thickness

(mm)

0.25 0.24 0.0056 0.0072

1000-grain weight (g) 47.82 47.00 21.985 15.098

Table 4. Correlation coefficients between length of third internode, stem wall thickness

and 1000-grain weight in F1DH and SSD lines of barley

Trait Internode length Stem wall thickness 1000-grain weight

SSD

Internode length – –0.332* 0.056

Stem wall thickness –0.320* – –0.052

1000-grain weight 0.124 –0.041 –

F1DH

* P < 0.05



ever, the significant correlation between these traits, similar in both populations,

might also be a result of pleiotropy.

For two other pairs of traits, i.e. the length of the third internode and 1000-grain

weight, as well as 1000-grain weight and stem wall thickness, we found that

the means and variances for individual traits are similar, and the correlation coef-

ficients do not differ from zero in both populations. Such a situation corresponds

to variant I, which indicates absence of linkages between genes determining these

two pairs of traits.

Table 5 shows that for all the three investigated traits the means and variances

for both populations are similar. This may happen both in the absence of linkage

between genes determining individual traits and in a case of complete linkage

(no recombination). Similarly, it was impossible to conclude about nonallelic in-

teraction – in a situation corresponding to both variants (I and II) its occurrence

cannot be excluded, but its presence cannot be unambiguously confirmed, either.

The presented algorithm facilitates genetic inference on linkage between genes

responsible for pairs of quantitative traits. Additionally, information on linkage

and nonallelic interaction of genes for individual traits can be obtained. However,

the information concerning individual traits is not always unambiguous. A lack

of significant differences between the means and variances in the F1DH and SSD

populations (variants I-III, as well as IV-VII for one trait) may occur both

in the case of absence of linkage and a complete linkage (no recombination), irre-

spective of the occurrence of nonallelic interaction. The non-rejection of the hy-

pothesis on equality of the means and the rejection of the hypothesis on equality of

the variances in the F1DH and SSD populations for a given trait (variants VIII
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Table 5. Results of testing hypotheses about equality of means, variances and about

equality of correlation coefficients for pairs of traits in F1DH and SSD populations

of barley

Traits
Hypotheses

VariantµF1DH = µSSD � F1DH

2 = � F1DH

2 rxyF1DH = 0 rxySSD = 0 rxyF1DH = rxySSD

x y x y x y

Internode

length

Stem

wall

thickness

nr nr nr nr r r nr II

Internode

length

1000-

grain

weight

nr nr nr nr nr nr nr I

1000-

grain

weight

Stem

wall

thickness

nr nr nr nr nr nr nr I

nr = not rejected, r = rejected



and XI) indicates unambiguously the presence of linkages between genes deter-

mining this trait and a lack of the nonallelic interaction, whereas the rejection

of both hypotheses (variants X and XIII for traits x and y, and VI, VII, IX and XII

for one trait) suggests the occurrence of both linkage and nonallelic interaction.

The presented algorithm is a classical approach to detection of linkage.

It is clear that more detailed information can be obtained from molecular studies

on localisation of quantitative trait loci (QTL). However, in those studies usually

only one population of homozygous lines derived from hybrids, most often F1,

is analysed and in such a situation it is difficult to distinguish between effects

of linkage and pleiotropy (e.g., EDWARDS et al. 1992, THOMAS et al. 1995). In

the approach presented in this paper only in the case of variant II, where means,

variances and the level of association between traits in F1DH and SSD populations

are similar, pleiotropy cannot be excluded.
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